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ABSTRACT
The availability of large tranches of data and its influence on traffic flow, make the problem of
short-term traffic speed prediction very complex in nature. For more than 40 years, various statis-
tical time series forecasting methods have been applied for traffic speed prediction, and in the last
20 years, machine learning-based methods have gained prevalence. However, more recently, re-
current neural network (RNN) based methods have emerged to show better results for traffic speed
prediction[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. As the interest in applying RNN models to the traffic speed pre-
dictions started to grow, we found some critical and important unanswered questions with respect
to the application of such methods. From these open questions, as part of this research study, we
studied the following three questions for multi-step-ahead short-term traffic speed predictions:
1. What is the impact of using the direct and recursive strategies on the accuracy of RNN
models as compared to using the multi-input-multi-output (MIMO) strategy?
2. What is the impact of different aggregation intervals for the input data?
3. What is the impact of including additional variables such as volume, occupancy, time of day,
day of week, and spatial location as represented by station or sensor id?
Our study resulted in the following observations, conclusions, and recommendations:
1. We observed that GRU architecture based RNN models had better accuracy as compared to
other architectures. Thus we recommend that modeling efforts start with GRU architecture.
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2. We observed that combining direct strategy with RNN gives the same accuracy as MIMO
(i.e. many-to-many RNN architecture), however, the time taken for building many-to-many
RNN architecture is much less as compared to direct strategy. Thus we recommend avoiding
the use of recursive or direct strategies and advise the use of many-to-many RNN architecture
without combining any other strategies.
3. We observed that there was no significant difference in the accuracy of 5,10,15 minute ag-
gregations and that adding additional variables does not necessarily always result in higher
accuracy. In both cases, we observed that using autotuning with a Bayesian algorithm was
able to reduce the error metrics to a smaller range for almost all the combinations of aggre-
gations and multivariate features.
4. Among different data aggregations and feature sets, we suggest converting these choices as
hyper-parameters and let the Bayesian algorithm based hyper-parameter tuner select the best
combinations for your dataset.
With the above contributions, this dissertation seeks to give traffic engineers a better understanding
of how to apply modern methods for multi-step-ahead short-term traffic speed predictions.
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The smart cities of modern nations rely on the smooth flow of transportation that depends on traffic
flow patterns. Predictive modeling of traffic flow allows the traffic and transportation officials to
prevent traffic congestion, avoid major accidents, reduce travel time, and assist in the planning and
operation of traffic systems.
Traffic flow exhibits a high degree of uncertainty and stochasticity; and seems to be influenced by
various factors such as weather, special events, holidays, and placement of vacation, residential
and commercial centers. On top of that, traffic agencies have access to large amounts of data from
various sources such as traffic signals, cameras, sensors, IoT devices (internet of things), connected
vehicles, toll systems, social media, blogs, news, and weather forecasts.
Thus, the availability of large tranches of data and its influence on traffic flow, make the problem
of short-term traffic flow prediction very complex in nature.
For more than 40 years, various statistical time series forecasting methods have been applied to
predict the short-term traffic flow. In the last 20 years, methods based on machine learning and
neural networks gained prevalence for short-term traffic flow prediction [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20].
The machine learning and neural network-based methods bring success from complex problems
in other domains such as language translation, caption generation, question answering, document
generation, speech recognition, object detection and identification, semantic segmentation, image
regeneration and synthesis, autonomous driving and fake content detection, etc.
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More recently, recurrent neural network (RNN) based methods have emerged to show better results
for short-term traffic flow prediction [11, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
As the interest in applying RNN models to the traffic flow predictions has started to grow, we
found some critical and important unanswered questions with respect to the application of such
methods. From these open questions, the ones that were part of this research study, are presented
in the following section, after the description of the term ‘multi-step-ahead short-term traffic speed
prediction’.
1.2 Description of the term ‘multi-step-ahead short-term traffic speed prediction’
In the terminology used by traffic and transportation engineers, traffic flow (q) refers to the number
of vehicles passing a point per unit of time. Traffic flow is called traffic volume when the time unit
is one hour. Another term popularly used to represent traffic flow is called traffic density. Traffic
density (k) is the number of vehicles occupying a road lane per unit length at a given instant.
During our literature review, we found that the traffic speed prediction is also named as the traffic
flow prediction[1, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29].
For the purpose of our research, we used traffic speed as the dependent variable, the one that will
be predicted.
Although not explicitly defined anywhere, based on the literature review, we assume that short-
term prediction refers to the forecasting of traffic flow variable(s) for the next 5 to 60 minutes.
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In the case of time-series data, the prediction of future values can be one-step-ahead or multi-step-
ahead. One-step-ahead means predicting the value at one time-step that immediately follows the
last observation. Multi-step-ahead means to predict the value at more than one time step in the
future. Again, the formal definition is provided in chapter 2.
In our research, we built models for multi-step-ahead prediction. The raw data used is aggregated
in 5-minute intervals. We treat 5 minutes as one time-step, thus the multi-step-ahead predictions
are 5-minute steps within 5 to 60 minutes ahead.
Hence we use the term ‘multi-step-ahead short-term traffic speed prediction’ for the purpose of
this dissertation.
1.3 Research Objectives
Our research was focused on the three specific ways with the potential to impact the accuracy and
had not been investigated by other researchers. We investigate the impact of data strategies, data
aggregation, and multivariate data on the accuracy of the RNN models used for multi-step-ahead
traffic speed prediction. We describe each of these briefly and outline the underlying research
questions prompted by these techniques.
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These research questions form the foundational motivation for this dissertation. The overall goal
of our research is to provide better tools for multi-step-ahead short-term traffic speed prediction
along with a better understanding of the impact of certain methods on the tool selection. Through
our systematic study of these engineering choices, we also clarify the extremely important role
of auotuning hyper-parameters to the obtain the best model that is possible for a given dataset
and hyper-parameter space. In many ways, autotuning can be more important than any of these
individual strategies, aggregation interval, or feature set choices. The overall result is a far better
understanding of how to successfully apply recurrent neural networks to traffic speed prediction.
1.3.1 Impact of Forecasting Strategy or Data Strategy
For multi-step-ahead prediction, time series researchers have used recursive (also known as itera-
tive), direct (also known as independent), or MIMO (multiple-inputs-multiple-outputs) strategies
for preparing the input data, building the models, and creating forecasts.
In the recursive strategy, a model is trained to predict only one step ahead. At the time of prediction,
the immediate next step is predicted and the predicted step is added to the current input data to
predict the next step. This is repeated until all the steps are predicted to give the multi-step-ahead
prediction.
In the direct strategy, multiple models are built from the previous time-step data, each model
predicting one of the time steps in the future. At the time of prediction, each of the models predict
the respective time-step, and the predictions are collated together to give the multi-step-ahead
prediction.
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In the MIMO strategy, one single model is built that is given the previous time-step as input. The
same model predicts all future steps in one shot to give the multi-step-ahead prediction. In the
context of RNN, this is also known as many-to-many RNN architecture.
These strategies are described in detail in further chapters. We present our study of the relevance
of these strategies in the context of RNN architecture based deep learning in chapter 4.
Research Question 1:
When we are using RNN based deep learning models for multi-step-ahead short-term traffic speed
prediction, what is the impact of using the direct and recursive strategies as compared to using the
multi-input-multi-output (MIMO) strategy?
Observation and recommendation:
Interestingly, the recursive and direct strategies had outperformed the multi-input-multi-output
(MIMO) strategy in some studies in the context of statistical and machine learning models [30, 31].
We learned from the study that MIMO is as effective as direct strategy. However, MIMO seems to
be very time effective because the direct strategy entails building multiple models.
Hence we recommend using MIMO strategy RNN architecture, i.e., many-to-many RNN architec-
ture, without adding any complexity of direct or recursive strategy.
1.3.2 Impact of Granularity of Data Aggregation
Time Series researchers have used the aggregated traffic flow data as input to train statistical and/or
machine learning models.
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The aggregation of data in higher intervals of time may result in loss of detailed information avail-
able in non-aggregated data, though aggregated data may have space and time complexity benefits.
We present our study of different granularity of data aggregation in the context of RNN based deep
learning models in chapter 5.
Research Question 2:
When we are using RNN based deep learning models for multi-step-ahead short-term traffic speed
prediction, what is the impact of different aggregation intervals?
Observation and recommendation:
We learnt from the study that if we aggregate data at 5, 10 or 15 minute interval, we do not have
conclusive evidence that suggests the level of aggregation affects the multi-step-ahead predictions
for 30 and 60 minutes ahead. The autotuner was effective in finding the best models that produced
error rates in a small range for all the aggregation levels.
GRU architecture-based models were able to produce the lower error rates in our experiments, as
compared to other 7 architectures that we explored.
Thus we recommend starting modeling efforts with GRU architecture and 15-minute aggregations,
but more importantly heavily leveraging Bayesian autotuner to find the best hyper-parameters or
the best performing model.
1.3.3 Impact of Multivariate Inputs
Historically researchers have restricted themselves to uni-variate models, using variables such as
average traffic volume or average traffic speed for short-term traffic speed prediction.
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Using multiple variables increases the complexity of the models which poses computational chal-
lenges for traditional approaches. As a result, researchers have focused on manually determining
which variable will best describe the future patterns.
With deep neural networks, the model automatically discovers the variables that are the best pre-
dictors, at the same time adding space and time complexity to the computations of the model.
We study the impact of including multiple variables in the context of RNN based deep learning
models in chapter 6.
Research Question 3:
When we are using RNN based deep learning models for multi-step-ahead short-term traffic speed
prediction, what is the impact of including additional variables such as traffic volume, traffic count,
day of week, time of day, and spatial location as represented by station or sensor id?
Observation and recommendation:
From this study, we learn that for the datasets we used, the best multivariate RNN models were
built using GRU architectures, 5-minute aggregations, and ‘sf3’ feature group. Autotuner was able
to search the better models for other combinations within similar range of error metrics.
Thus we recommend using autotuner with higher number of iterations to find the best performing
model for multivariate data.
1.4 Organization of the Dissertation
The remaining dissertation is organized as follows:
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Chapter 2 provides the background and reviews the existing research. Chapter 3 provides an
overview of the research methodology including the data sets used and the metrics applied for
evaluating the predictive power of the models. Chapter 4 presents our study on using different
strategies, chapter 5 presents our study on using different levels of aggregation, and chapter 6




2.1 Why Short-Term Traffic Prediction
As we described in chapter 1, short-term traffic speed prediction refers to the forecasting of traffic
speed for the next 5 to 60 minutes.
The ability to predict traffic in short-term assists the stakeholders in several strategic and opera-
tional activities, such as:
• the proactive simulation and evaluation of dynamic traffic control and guidance strategies
• the estimation of accident risk
• the planning of emergency routes
• the update of real-time route management in the advanced traffic management systems
(ATMS) and advanced traveler information systems (ATIS)
According to Vlahogianni et al., predicting travel time or speed is more suitable for traveler infor-
mation applications and predicting traffic flow and occupancy is more suitable for traffic control
applications [32].
More specifically, this dissertation is loosely motivated by two example applications of traffic
prediction actively under investigation at UCF that are described below.
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Estimating accident risk: Predicting traffic flow allows one to estimate and compute accident risk.
The relationship between density, speed, and other attributes of traffic flow can be attributed to past
fatalities. The relationship of congestion hot spots with fatality hot spots can be analyzed to find
the probability of accident risk in a route. The goal of this information is to implement systems
and policies that reduce accidents.
Emergency route planning: Predicting traffic flows and congestion hot spots also provides inputs
for decision making of the emergency route planning programs and helps in selecting routes or
hospitals. The traffic flow prediction can help calculate the estimated travel time and the appro-
priate treatment can be provided to the accident victim on the route based on the predicted travel
time. The goal of this information is to save lives by improving emergency response time.
Both applications get to benefit from multi-step-ahead short-term traffic speed prediction. As an
example, the real-time traffic flow predictions from real-time loop detector data can be used to
manage traffic flow to reduce the risk and to develop proactive countermeasures. Further, since the
predictions in real time will be based on most recent data, thus automatically predicting changes
in traffic flow after a crash, enabling engineers to respond to post-crash predictions in a proactive
manner. Predicting traffic volume along with traffic speed is more suited to this kind of application,
but the techniques investigated for predicting traffic speed can also be applied to predicting traffic
volume.
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Relationship of speed in accident risk has been extensively studied in traffic engineering literature.
If the average speed of traffic is higher, the longer the vehicle will move within the reaction time in
response to unforeseen event, because we assume the reaction time is constant on average. Swedish
researcher Nilsson in 1982 presented a power model describing the relationship of average speed
and number of crashes. According to his power model as a rule of thumb, a 10% increase in
average speed, on average and approximately, increase the risk of all injury crashes by 20%, and
risk of fatal crashes by 40%. Elvik confirmed this with re-analysis of data in 2013. Elvik further
presented in his findings in 2014 that increased speed variance increases the crash risk.
As such, this dissertation seeks to understand how traffic engineers can have a better understanding
of how to apply modern RNN methods to the problem of multi-step-ahead short-term traffic speed
prediction.
Before we describe our computational method, we formalize the multi-step-ahead short-term traffic
speed prediction in the next section.
2.2 Multi-Step-Ahead Short-Term Traffic Prediction
The short-term traffic flow prediction can be formally stated as follows:
Let xt denote the observed characteristic of traffic flow such as traffic volume or traffic speed, at
time t in a specific location in the transportation network.
Given a sequence {xt; t = 1, ..., N} of observed traffic flow data, what will be the traffic flow {xt′}
at time interval t′ = {N + 1, ..., N + δ} in the future, where δ is the number of future time steps.
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Formally, we can state this as follows:
{xt′ ; t′ = N + 1, ..., N + δ} = f ({xt; t = 1, ..., N})
The above equation translates to the statement that the prediction of values at future time steps is
a function f of past time steps. The prediction could be one-step-ahead or multi-step-ahead, as
following:
• One-step-ahead traffic flow prediction
For one-step-ahead, δ = 1, hence the past time steps predict the following:
{xt′ ; t′ = N + 1} (or simply put, xN+1)
• Multi-step-ahead traffic flow prediction
For multi-step-ahead, δ ∈ {2, ..., H}, where H is the number of future time steps, also
known as prediction horizon, hence the past time steps predict the following:
{xt′ ; t′ = N + 1, ..., N +H}
2.3 Methods used for Traffic Flow Prediction
The literature in this field traditionally groups methods for solving short-term traffic speed predic-
tion into three categories based on forecasting techniques [32, 33, 34]. We use the same catego-
rization to be consistent with the existing traffic speed forecasting literature. Since these terms can





The goal of this section is to provide a high-level overview of the types of methods that are often
applied to traffic speed prediction from time-series data; however, the focus area of this dissertation
is deep learning approaches, specifically recurrent neural network based approaches. As such,
while we provide background on other methods for completeness and context, the engineering
choices relevant to non-parametric and simulation-based methods are outside the scope of this
dissertation and will not be discussed or investigated.
In statistics, the term ‘non-parametric’ typically refers to methods that assume the data does not
belong to a parametrized distribution, i.e. methods do not directly rely on data values such as
rank-based tests. In our context, the term ‘non-parametric’ refers to methods that assume that
the structure of the model is not fixed and can be learned from the data. This interpretation of
parametric and non-parametric forecasting methods is consistent with the short-term traffic speed
prediction literature [32, 33, 34].
In traffic speed forecasting literature, the prediction models are either based on data-driven algo-
rithms or based on macroscopic and microscopic theories of traffic flow. Among these two broad
categories of methods, data-driven algorithms have been rising in popularity among researchers
[35].
The figure 2.1 shows a top-level view of the popular traffic flow forecasting methods. For an
exhaustive and broad review of the traffic forecasting methods, we refer to the survey papers listed
in table 2.1. In this dissertation, we are focusing on RNN models, a subset of non-parametric
models, highlighted in the figure 2.1.
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Restricted Boltzman Machines (RBM)
Deep Belief Networks (DBN)
Deep Belief Machines (DBM)





Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN)
Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM)
Gated Recurrent Units (GRU)
Sequence 2 Sequence (seq2seq)
Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN)







Figure 2.1: The popular short-term traffic speed forecasting methods: the ones with the red bound-
aries are the subjects of our research
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Joaquim Barros et al. Short-term real-time traffic prediction
methods: A survey [37]
2017 Deep NN Nicholas G. Polson et
al.




Ibai Lana et al. Road Traffic Forecasting: Recent Ad-
vances and New Challenges [38]
2018 deep NN Usman Ali et al. Using Deep Learning to Predict Short
Term Traffic Flow: A Systematic Litera-
ture Review [39]
2020 deep NN Kyungeun Lee et al. Short-term Traffic Prediction with Deep
Neural Networks: A Survey [40]
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2.3.1 Parametric Methods
In this dissertation our focus is on RNN models, a subset of non-parametric models, highlighted in
the figure 2.1, hence we provide the brief description of parametric methods in this section for the
sake of completion and context.
In parametric methods, the model structures are defined based on the assumptions from statistical
time series and traffic flow theories. Historical data is used to learn the parameters for these pre-
defined structures.
The forecasting models based on traditional statistical methods rely on widely accepted mathemat-
ical foundations, but they are unable to deal with the complex, high-dimensional, imbalanced and
noisy data in the modern traffic system [41]. Some of the popular statistical approaches in the lit-
erature are based on the moving-average (MA) and auto-regressive (AR) models such as ARMA,
ARIMA (auto-regressive integrated moving-average), subset ARIMA, space-time ARIMA, sea-
sonal ARIMA, ARCH (auto-regressive conditional heteroskedasticity), and GARCH (generalized
ARCH).
The AR model uses a memory of the past p values, and the MA model uses a moving average across
the window of size q + 1, where p and q are the orders of the AR and MA models respectively.
ARMA model combines the AR and MA models. These three models can be represented by the
following equations:

















φ is autoregressive coefficient
p is the order of AR model (memory size)
θ is moving average coefficient
q is the order of MA model (moving average window size)
ω is a variable that represents white noise
x is the observed value in the time series
t in subscripts refers to the value at time step t
ARIMA(p,d,q) combines the lags of stationarized series or auto-regressive terms and lags of fore-
















d is the degree of differencing
φ is autoregressive coefficient
p is the order of AR model (memory size)
θ is moving average coefficient
q is the order of MA model (moving average window size)
ω is a variable that represents white noise
x′ is the differenced time series variable
t in subscripts refers to the value at timestep t
c is the constant value
ARIMA(p,0,0) degenerates to AR(p) and ARIMA(0,0,q) degenerates to MA(q). Such equivalent
models of ARIMA are listed in table 2.2.
While there may be legitimate reasons to apply parametric models and worthwhile issues to inves-
tigate, we remind the reader that they are not the focus of this dissertation. The pros and cons of
parametric models such as the ones based on ARIMA are as follows [37, 32]:
Pros:
• Well established theoretical foundation
• Simple and explicit model structure and architecture
• Quicker to train the models
Cons:
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Table 2.2: ARIMA models and equivalents








random walk with drift
ARIMA(0,1,1) basic exponential smoothing
ARIMA(0,2,2) double exponential smoothing or
Holt’s linear method with additive errors
• The complex non-linear and stochastic relationships found in modern time series data are
difficult to model using classical parametric methods
• Classical parametric methods are unable to handle extreme conditions, rapid fluctuations,
and repeated irregular patterns that are present in modern time-series data
• Classical parametric methods require frequent retraining of the models due to the rapidly
changing nature of time-series data
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2.3.2 Non-Parametric Methods
Though there exist non-parametric statistical approaches, most non-parametric models for short-
term traffic flow prediction are based on machine learning approaches. Indeed, non-parametric
models based on machine learning and neural networks can identify and deal with complex rela-
tionships in large data-sets [41]. Most of the recent research is targeted towards the ‘data-based
non-parametric approaches’ after several studies suggested that data-based models work best when
large amounts of data are available [37]. Further, studies have also shown artificial neural networks
(ANN) can often outperform traditional seminal models such as ARIMA and its derivatives [42].
Traditional ARIMA based models work by smoothing the raw data that affects the spatial and
spatio-temporal relationships present in raw data. Alternatively, ANN models process raw data
without performing explicit smoothing to learn the representations. Hence, we decided to narrow
our focus on neural network models for predicting short-term traffic flow.
The pros and cons of the neural networks models are as follows [37, 32]:
Pros:
• It is easy to incorporate exogenous variables such as external context, summary statistics,
and multi-sensor time series
• Produce better forecasts
• Take lesser efforts for parameter optimization as compared to ARIMA based methods




• Require large amounts of data for training the models
• Neural networks come with their own problems such as vanishing and exploding gradients
• Complex internal structure
• Many variations of network architecture and hyper-parameter combinations with little guid-
ance as to which is best in specific situations
• Explainability of neural network-based predictions is difficult
2.4 Deep Learning and Artificial Neural Networks
Deep learning (DL) or deep neural networks (DNN) refers to computational algorithms based
on many layers of artificial neural networks (ANN). In deep learning, the raw data is directly
analyzed, and the parameters of the model are learned through optimization methods based on
gradient descent. The trained model is applied to new raw data to forecast the values. There are no
intermediate models, not even for feature engineering. Such feature engineering happens implicitly
inside the layers of the DNN. Hence, deep learning models are also known as end-to-end models
that map raw data directly into the predictions.
2.4.1 Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
The artificial neural network is a computational representation used in machine learning. The basic
unit of ANN is a neuron, also known as the perceptron, introduced by Frank Rosenblatt between
1958-1962 [43, 44].
A neuron is a very simple computational unit that returns the value from the application of a non-
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φ represents the activation function
Popular activation functions are sigmoid, softmax, relu, tanh, linear, binary, and the functions











Figure 2.2: Visualization of a Neuron
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A neural network model consists of one or more of such neurons connecting the input to output,
according to a specific architecture such as multi-layer perceptron (MLP), convolutional neural
network (CNN), recurrent neural networks (RNN), and auto-encoders (AE). Training for such
representations is usually based on gradient descent methods to minimize the error with some
target output. We discuss this more in sub-sections below.
2.4.2 Deep Learning and Deep Neural Networks
A DNN is an ANN with several layers of neurons. In DNN, the inputs are connected to the neurons
in the first layer, which is then connected to a subsequent layer, and so on until the final layer that
eventually connects to the outputs. Thus, the neural network gains depth of many layers. Deep
learning refers to training the DNN models from data.
2.4.3 Training the Neural Network Models
For training DNN, the training data is passed through the layers with randomly initialized weights
and biases, and an estimated output is computed. The estimated output is compared against the
actual output with a loss or cost formula and the result of the comparison is an estimated error. The
estimated error is then passed back all the way to the first layer to adjust the values of the weights
and biases.
The process repeats until the estimated error is minimized. The most popular algorithms for ad-
justing the values of weights and biases, and minimizing the loss or cost, are based on the gradient
descent algorithms, and consequently, activation functions typically must be differentiable.
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One of the important elements of training the deep learning model is hyper-parameter tuning. We
make extensive use of hyper-parameter tuning in our experiments, and describe it in the sections
below after the RNN architectures that we used.
2.5 Recurrent Deep Learning Architectures
In this section we provide a brief background of the key deep learning architectures that are lever-
aged in our research.
Recurrent neural network (RNN) architectures [45, 46] build on top of DNN by providing a mech-
anism for using the output for the current state as input to the next state. This is different from
layers in DNN such that each state is still a neuron in the first visible input layer. This kind of
architecture suits well to time series data-sets since in such data-sets the inputs at next time step
often depend on the previous time steps.
Let us say we have data for 10 time-steps, xt ∈ {x1, ..., x10}. Each xt is input to a neuron in the
first layer. In the RNN, each neuron also has an input ht−1, which is an output from the neuron in
the previous time step. In the section below, we describe the three kinds of RNN architectures that
we implemented in our experiments.
2.5.1 Simple Recurrent Neural Network (SRNN)
An SRNN can be considered as a DNN with loops as shown in figure 2.3 and represented by the
following equation:
N = ϕ(w(x) · xt + w(h) · ht−1 + b)
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where:
N refers to the function representing the neuron
w(x) refers to weights for the input xt
w(h) refers to weights for the previous time step output ht−1
b refers to bias
ϕ refers to the activation function
xt refers to the input
ht−1 refers to the output from the neuron at previous time-step t− 1, also known as the mem-
ory of the previous cell
Nxt yt
Figure 2.3: Simple Recurrent Neural Network
When we unroll this loop for a couple of iterations it becomes like the figure 2.4.
ϕw,bh0 h1 ϕw,b h2 ϕw,b h3 ϕw,b h4 ϕw,b h5
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5
Figure 2.4: Simple RNN for 5 time steps
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In the Figure 2.4, h0 represents the initial memory input at the first time step that is initialized to
zero. The memory h flows from one neuron to the next neuron in the same layer, and at any time
the output y can be extracted from the output h by applying appropriate transformation such as
sigmoid, tanh or softmax (Figure 2.5).
ϕwh,bhh0 h1 ϕwh,bh h2 ϕwh,bh h3 ϕwh,bh h4 ϕwh,bh h5
ϕwy,by
y5
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5
Figure 2.5: Simple RNN for 5 time steps with output










xt . . .
Figure 2.6: Alternative diagram of Simple Recurrent Neural Network
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Thus, one layer of an SRNN has several neurons, each taking the value at time step t as input and
the output from the previous step t − 1 (also known as the memory from previous time step) as
summarized in figure 2.6. Such neuron of SRNN is known as a cell. SRNN can have multiple
layers just like other neural network architectures, however, each layer will have the same concept,
i.e., each cell in the hidden layer would take input from the previous cell in the same layer and the
input from cells in the layer below. Hence, in a way it is still a feed-forward architecture with each
layer feeding the next layer, but with loops within the same layer.
Deep RNN architecture can suffer from the problem of vanishing and/or exploding gradient when
more hidden layers are added to the architecture. The gradients become either so small that they
become zero, or they become so large that they tend to approach ∞ (infinity). Hence, many
variants of RNN have been proposed that address these problems. In this paper, we restrict our
study to simple RNN (SRNN), long short-term memory (LSTM), and gated recurrent unit (GRU)
architectures, as described in the next subsections. They are also known as gated architectures
since they add various gates to the flow of inputs within a cell and from one cell to another cell.
2.5.2 Long Short Term Memory Network (LSTM)
LSTM network extends the RNN by adding multiple non-linear functions to compute the long-
term and short-term memories [47]. The non-linear functions are also known as gates since they
control the flow of information.
The LSTM cell, as shown in the figure 2.7, takes three inputs:
• input x at time t
• working memory h at time t− 1
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• long term memory c at time t− 1
The LSTM cell produces two outputs:
• working memory h
• long-term memory c at time t


















Figure 2.7: Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) Network Architecture
The computations of the LSTM cell are described below.
• Forget Gate controls how much of the working memory h to remember for further flow in
the current time step, and is computed as follows:
f(·) = σ(w(fx) · xt + w(fh) · ht−1 + b(f))
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• Input gate controls how much of the input should be carried further in the current cell and
is computed as follows:
i(·) = σ(w(ix) · xt + w(ih) · ht−1 + b(i))
• Output of applying a non-linear function such as tanh to the inputs x and working memory
h from time step t− 1 is called candidate long term memory, and is computed as follows:
c̃(·) = tanh(w(c̃x) · xt + w(c̃h) · ht−1 + b(c̃))
• The forget gate, input gate, previous step long term memory, and candidate long term mem-
ory are combined together to produce a new value of long term memory c as follows:
ct = ct−1 × f(·) + i(·)× c̃(·)
• Output gate decides how much information to use for updating the working memory, and is
computed as follows:
o(·) = σ(w(ox) · xt + w(oh) · ht−1 + b(o))
• The long term memory c is then smoothened using an activation function and together with
the value from the output function, provides a new value of working memory h as follows:
ht = ϕ(ct)× o(·)
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2.5.3 Gated Recurrent Unit Network (GRU)
GRU is a simplified architecture as compared to LSTM [48]. In GRU, fewer gates are used with
only the concept of working memory h, thus making it computationally less expensive. The GRU














Figure 2.8: Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) Network Architecture
The computations of GRU cell are described below.
• Update gate defines how much of the memory should be saved and is computed as follows:
u(·) = σ(w(ux) · xt + w(uh) · ht−1 + b(u))
• Reset gate determines if the current state needs to be combined with the memory from the
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previous state and is computed as follows:
r(·) = σ(w(rx) · xt + w(rh) · ht−1 + b(r))
• The output of the reset gate is multiplied with output from the previous state. This multiplied
value, together with current input is then subjected to a non-linearity, mostly tanh to produce
the candidate memory. The candidate memory is computed as follows:
h̃(·) = tanh(w(h̃x) · xt + w(h̃h) · (rt · ht−1) + b(h̃))
• The candidate memory and previous time step working memory are combined to produce
the working memory for this time-step as follows:
ht = (ut · h̃t) + ((1− ut) · ht−1)
2.5.4 Hyper-parameter Tuning
A key finding of this dissertation is the importance of ensuring the best model hyper-parameters
possible. Consequently, it is particularly important to underline hyper-parameter tuning in deep
learning models. Indeed, one of the important aspects of building deep learning model is to tune
the values used in designing the model itself such as the number of layers, number of units in each
layer, architecture of the layer, i.e. SimpleRNN, LSTM, or GRU etc. These values are known as
hyper-parameters.
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Some of the popular methods of hyper-parameter tuning are based on grid search, random search,
and Bayesian search. In grid search, each combination of hyper-parameter is explored to find
the best models. In random search, the hyper-parameter combination are randomly selected from
the grid of hyper-parameter combinations. In Bayesian search, Bayesian algorithms are used to
conduct the hyper-parameter search in the hyper-parameter combination space.
The Bayesian methods are considered the best of the breed, while random search methods are
better than grid search methods because of the reasons outlined below:
• In grid search, the number of experiments grows very large, to the tune of (number of points
each parameter ∧ number of hyper-parameters), whereas in random search and Bayesian
search we can cap the number of experiments to fit the available compute power or compute
time.
• In grid search the same value of hyper-parameter x is explored whereas in random search
different values of x get explored, as envisaged by the figure 2.9 from paper by Bergstra and
Bengio [10].
• In Bayesian search, the candidate hyper-parameter combinations to be explored are selected
by optimizing an acquisition function as compared to the random search where the candi-
dates are selected randomly [49].
While we used random search for initial experiments, for later experiments we programmed our
autotuner based on the Bayesian parameter search from the SMAC python library [50], described
below.
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Figure 2.9: Grid Search vs. Random Search from Bergstra and Bengio [10]
2.5.5 SMAC : Sequential Model Based Algorithm Configuration
SMAC is a python based library for algorithm configurations [50]. It optimizes the parameters of
arbitrary algorithms across a set of instances, thus can also be used for hyper-parameter optimiza-
tion. The core idea behind the library is to use Sequential Model-Based Optimization (SMBO)
from the work by Hutter et al. [49]. SMBO is based on the Bayesian Optimization and uses a
Tree-Structured Parzen Estimator (TPE) for applying the objective function.
In each iteration, A set of candidate optimal values for hyper-parameters are produced. The tree
structure enables specification of conditional hyper-parameters that depend on each other. The
process of finding the optimal hyper-parameter is repeated for a specific time-limit or number of
iterations limit.
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2.6 Deep Learning and Neural Networks in Traffic Predictions
2.6.1 ANN and DNN Based Methods
The ANN-based models were applied to traffic flow prediction as early as the 1990s in the works
of Dr. Mohamed Abdel-Aty [12, 13, 14, 15]. The earlier research for the application of ANN to
traffic flow predictions did not include deep learning [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 51].
In the last 10 years, deep learning-based models have proven to be successful in many other areas
such as natural language processing, object identification, self-driving vehicles, image recognition,
and speech recognition. Inspired by the success of deep learning, the researchers in the field of
traffic flow prediction also started incorporating deep learning models.
The early papers on applying deep learning were mostly focused on using restricted boltzmann
machines (RBM), deep belief networks (DBN) [52], autoencoders (AE) [53], stacked autoencoders
(SAE) [29], and deep learning architectures derived from them [41].
Vlahogianni et al. [54] optimized the neural network model with genetic approach. Lv. et al. [29]
used Stacked Autoencoders for California traffic data aggregated in chunks of 15 minutes. They
trained the hidden layers in the unsupervised mode and the final output layer in the supervised
mode. Huang et al. [53, 52], proposed two approaches for leveraging deep learning. The first ap-
proach was based on deep process neural networks (DPNN) formed by combining auto-encoders
with process neural networks [53]. The second approach was based on DBN applied to unsuper-
vised learning [52]. Their DPNN models outperformed DNN models and the DBN based models
outperformed ANN and ARIMA based models.
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We found several other papers leveraging above mentioned deep learning architectures for short-
term traffic flow prediction: [55, 56, 53, 52, 57, 29, 42, 58, 59, 60, 61, 21, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67].
These deep learning architectures are not very effective at expressing the temporal dependency
inherent in time series data [46, 45].
2.6.2 Towards Recurrent Neural Network Based Methods
Within the deep learning community, the recurrent neural network architectures (RNN) have proven
to be highly effective for sequences such as the sequence of numeric observations at time intervals
(time-series) or sequence of text in natural language processing [46, 45].
2.6.2.1 RNN based methods between 2015-2017
Between 2015-2017, when we started this research, we found very few papers evaluating RNN,
LSTM, and GRU architectures for short-term traffic flow forecasting [1, 4, 3, 2, 5, 8, 7, 9]. Hence
we decided to focus specifically on RNN architectures and the variants thereof such as GRU and
LSTM.
Tian et al. [1] were the first ones to use LSTM for predicting traffic flow, and compare with four
classical models built using multi layer perceptron (MLP), stacked auto encoder (SAE), support
vector regression (SVR) and random walk (RW). The LSTM models outperformed the other four
models for 15, 30, 45 and 60 minute interval predictions. Chen et al. [4] found LSTM out-
performing the MLP, decision tree and SVM models. Fu et al. [3] found GRU models slightly
outperforming LSTM models and both LSTM and GRU models greatly outperforming ARIMA
models. Shao et al. [8] found that LSTM models outperformed RW, SVR, NN, and SAE models.
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Dai et al. [5] add detrending to the LSTM architecture. Detrending refers to removing the identified
trends in traffic flow data. The residual time series is produced from detrending and the time-variant
trend time series is produced from the fully connected extraction layer. Both time series are then
given as input to LSTM prediction layer which produces the predicted trend and the predicted
residual. Dai et al. [5] found their DeepTrend architecture outperformed ARIMA, MVLR, SVR,
RF, and pure LSTM models.
Jia et. al. [9] combined the rainfall data with the historical traffic flow data to build rainfall
integrated models. They found that Rain-LSTM outperformed the models with or without the rain
data such as Rain-DBN, Rain-ARIMA, DBN, ARIMA, and LSTM.
All the above-mentioned researchers have shown that LSTM and GRU outperformed every other
model, but they do not provide the impact of the following three on the tradeoffs between perfor-
mance and prediction accuracy for short-term traffic speed prediction.
• using iterative or direct strategies
• using different aggregation interval for time series data
• using multiple variables for input data
The above-mentioned authors used multiple input single output (MISO) or multiple input multiple
output (MIMO) strategy. Only Chen et al. [4] used an iterative strategy. Our work involves
the investigation of the impact on the accuracy of the RNN models when combined with direct,
recursive, and MIMO strategies.
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The data used by these authors was aggregated in 5-minute intervals. However, none of them
mention the reason why they only used 5-minute aggregate data and what would happen if we use
a different aggregation of data. Our work involves the investigation of the impact on the accuracy
by using 5,10 and 15-minute aggregations of data.
Only Jia et al. [9] include additional variable of rainfall, the other authors only use univariate data.
None of the authors provide multi-step-ahead prediction. We use both univariate and multivariate
data, and investigate the case of multi-step-ahead prediction.
The four papers used data from California published by CalTrans through their PeMS system
while the remaining two used the data from Beijing, China. We used the 2017 data from California
CalTrans district 3 and district 5, from the PeMS system.
Tian et al. [1] used 249 days of data, while the remaining papers used only a small data set of
31-90 days. We used data from two different states, four years from California DoT and three
weeks from Florida DoT. Further, all the authors except Jia used only weekday data, we used data
for all the days like Jia et al.
The authors use only LSTM and stacked-LSTM, with the exception of Fu et al. [3] who used both
GRU and LSTM. We included six RNN variants apart from SimpleRNN in our study.
Since it was already proven in several papers that LSTM and RNN models outperform the ARIMA,
SVR, and DBN models, hence we do not include the ARIMA, SVR, and DBN variants in our
investigation.
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Since Tian [1] and Chen [4] collected data from multiple detectors, inherently their research in-
volved Spatio-Temporal series, whereas Shao [8] and Jia [9] only collected data from a single
location, thus including only temporal Series. However, none of the authors clarify why they used
spatial aspect or excluded the spatial aspect. We included the spatial data in the form of values
from downstream and upstream station sensors in our investigations.
All of this suggests that deep learning architectures show great promise for short-term traffic pre-
diction, but what is missing is a better understanding of when and how to apply methods like these
to get the best results. Our goal is to provide insight to traffic engineers and this thesis begins by
examining recursive and direct strategies, and aggregation intervals for the three RNN based deep
learning architectures.
2.6.2.2 RNN based method between 2018-2020
While we were engaged in this research work, the research in RNN based methods increased
exponentially. In this section we summarize some of the recent work in last three years related to
short-term traffic speed prediction.
Zhao et al. used LSTM networks [2] to predict traffic volume for next 15,30,45,60-minutes by
using 5-minute aggregated data for 6 months from 500 stations in Beijing. First 5 months data is
used for training and 6th month data is used as a test set. From the paper it seems that they are
training four one-step-ahead models that predict the 4 timesteps in the intervals of 15 minute. They
compare LSTM with RNN, ARIMA, SVM, RBF, and SAE and conclude that LSTM gives robust
results as compared to other architectures.
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Wang et al. applied Bi-directional LSTM with 6 layers [68] to predict traffic flow in 15-minute
intervals by using 5-minute aggregated data for 6 months from 1 station in PeMS (California).
First 5 months data is used for training and 6th month data is used as a test set. They compare the
6 layer BiLSTM with ARIMA, SVM, DBN, SAE, LSTM and 1 layer BiLSTM and conclude that
6 layer BiLSTM gives better accuracy.
Cui et al. proposed a new architecture by combining unidirectional and bidirectional LSTM and
called it SBU-LSTM [69, 70]. They predict a small network-wide traffic speed, as compared to a
single point prediction by other papers. They compare the SBU-LSTM with SVR, Random forest,
MLP, and GRU and conclude that MLP has the best performance in their experiments.
Zhang et al. applied GRU along with weather data [71] to predict traffic flow. They used 100 hours
of historical (from PeMS) and weather data sampled at 1-hour interval to predict 12 hours ahead.
They concluded that integrating weather data improves model performance.
Tian et al. used LSTM with multiscale temporal smoothing [72] to predict traffic flow from a
dataset with missing data, and called it LSTM-M model. They compared their method with BPNN,
SVR, ARIMA, RBFNN, SAE, and LSTM and concluded that their model has better accuracy due
to the multi-scale temporal smoothing algorithm.
Rahman et al. used LSTM [11, 73] to predict traffic flow from the 2 week data during the days
of hurricane Irma in September 2017 in Florida. They added spatial features in the from of down-
stream and upstream detector data and concluded that LSTM were able to capture the non-linear
relationships better in such situations of emergency.
Bohan et al. applied bidirectional RNN [74] to predict traffic velocity and compared it with GRU
and LSTM networks. They concluded that BiRNN performs better than the other two.
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Cai et al. defined the traffic data as noisy and full of chaos, and proposed NiLSTM architecture
[75] that can handle this noisy nature of the data. The change from standard LSTM was that
instead of mean squared error, the authors used the maximum correntropy induced loss. Although
the authors did not use automatic hyperparameter tuning for hyperparameters such as kernel size,
but they reported the results after trying different values manually. They compare the NiLSTM
model with HA, RW, AR, KF, ANN, SVR, and SAE and conclude that their model produces best
accuracy since it has a loss function that is immune to noisy data.
We found several other papers that introduced one or the other variation of LSTM on different
datasets, with very different experimental settings, and with the conclusions that their methods
were yielding best results in their specific experimental setup [23, 76, 77, 6, 78, 79, 80, 81]
However none of these authors investigated the impact of forecasting strategies or aggregation
interval or different kinds of multivariate data on their respective models. An interesting future
study would be to compare all these innovative architectures against each other, because they all
seem to be beating the same old ARIMA, SAE or SVR based architectures. Hence the motivation
of research described in previous section still stands in the presence of this recent research.
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CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENT FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY
3.1 Experiment Process
We present our results in the following chapters, dedicating a chapter to the results of each key
research questions presented in Chapter 1. In each case, we follow the processes outlined in this
chapter. Below you find the major steps of our process summarized. We discuss each steps in more
details after the summary. All the variations to the process for a particular set of experiments are
discussed in the appropriate results chapter.
• Hypothesis formulation: Propose a null and alternate hypothesis from the research questions.
(Section 3.2)
• Datasets preparation: Collect and pre-process the data. The data was split into training,
validation, and test data. (Section 3.3)
• Models training: Train deep neural network models (GRU, LSTM, BiLSTM, Stacked-GRU,
Stacked LSTM, Stacked BiLSTM) on the training and validation data, optimize the hyper-
parameters using Bayesian search or random search. (Section 3.4)
• Collecting Metrics for Performance Measurement of Predictions: Predict using the test data
and collect the error metrics. (Section 3.5)
• Predictions analysis with statistical tests: Analyze the results by conducting the Friedman
test. If the Friedman test confirms there are significant differences in error metrics then we
run two different post-hoc tests, Shaffer multitest and hochberg multitest. (Section 3.6)
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3.2 Hypothesis Formation
From research question 1, we divide our models into 3 groups, each group has models built with
a strategy. If one strategy is better than the other, then the predictions would have a significant
difference in their error metrics. Thus our alternate hypothesis is defined as ‘The strategies have
significant differences in their error metrics’.
From research question 2, we divide our models into 3 groups, each group has models built with
5,10,15 minute aggregation intervals respectively. If one aggregation is better than the other, then
the predictions would have a significant difference in their error metrics. Thus our alternate hy-
pothesis is defined as ‘The aggregations have significant differences in their error metrics’.
From research question 3, we divide our models into 9 groups, each group has models built with a
combination of multivariate data. If one combination is better than the other, then the predictions
would have a significant difference in their error metrics. Thus our alternate hypothesis is defined
as ‘The multivariate combinations have significant differences in their error metrics’.
3.3 Datasets Preparation
3.3.1 Datasets
The data for the experiments came from two different state departments of transportation:
• California DoT: California state data was retrieved from the California Performance Mea-
surement System website (http://pems.dot.ca.gov/).
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• Florida DoT: Florida state data was retrieved from the Regional Integrated Transportation
System website (http://ritis.org) by Dr. Samiul Hasan’s research group and shared with us
for research purposes. We also have authorized access to RITIS system to retrieve any data.
For the purpose of this thesis, we selected real-time average speed data, aggregated at 5-minute in-
terval, from 100 detectors located at different highways across the states of California and Florida,
at the locations shown in figures 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3.
Figure 3.1: Location of the selected detectors in California
As an example, we show the zoomed-in map of some of the detectors in San Luis Obispo area of
California in figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.2: Location of the selected detectors in California
Figure 3.3: Location of the selected detectors in Florida
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Figure 3.4: Location of the selected detectors in San Luis Obispo area of California
The collection of data from a variety of highways ensures that we capture a diversity of different
kinds of patterns. The western areas of California were selected because the roads in this district
connect to different commercial areas from Silicon Valley to San Diego, thus making more data
available for the purpose of research.
3.3.2 Selection of Data
We selected two data sets that represent quite different condition: One data set covers a large
time-series under typical driving conditions and the other data set covers a smaller time-series over
unusual driving conditions. Though the point of this work is not to directly compare these two data
sets, we offer both to showcase the fact that our general conclusions largely hold for both types of
data.
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The California data was filtered to include records only from the years 2015 to 2018, from the
third month to eighth month. The Florida data covered the time span of 9 September 2017 to
17 September 2017, during which time the hurricane Irma made the landfall. Again, the purpose
of collecting Florida data during the emergency situation was not to compare the performance
between Florida and California Data but to investigate two different situations, one where we have
normal driving conditions data for four years from one state and the other where we have smaller
data from an emergency situation in the other state. This will allow us to determine if the prediction
models exhibits generally same behavior in these two extremely different situations.
Data from both states was filtered to include only weekdays Monday to Friday, so as to capture
weekday patterns more effectively without the weekend data.
3.3.3 Addressing Missing Values
The datasets were selected so as to avoid a high percentage of missing values. The missing values
were filled with simple linear interpolation from the pandas library. Evaluating the impact of
different missing value techniques was beyond the scope of this research, and is suggested as one
of the future research directions.
3.3.4 Converting Time Series to Input Features and Output Labels
Time series was converted into features (inputs) and labels (outputs) by using the sliding window
technique as shown in figure 3.5
For experiment set 1, the sensor data was transformed to the window size of 24 steps (i.e. 2 hours)
as features and 12 steps (i.e. 1 hour) as labels.
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Figure 3.5: Sliding window method of converting the time series to features and labels
For experiment sets 2 and 3, the sensor data was transformed to the window size of 24 steps as
features and 2 steps as labels with to data approaches as listed below:
Data approach 1: In this option, the input data window was fixed for the last two hours, but 3
different aggregation levels: 5 minutes, 10 minutes, 15 minutes. Thus, input window size was 24,
12, 8 steps for 5, 10, 15 minute aggregation levels respectively.
Data approach 2: In this option, the input data window was fixed for the last 24 steps at appropriate
aggregation level, thus for the last 2 hours for 5 minutes aggregation, 4 hours for 10 minutes
aggregation and 6 hours for 15 minutes aggregation.
The output labels were fixed at 30 and 60 minutes time horizon for both the approaches.
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3.3.5 Incorporating Spatial Information
For spatial information, the data from the previous and next detectors was combined as features
for the detector for which the model was being built.
3.3.6 Normalizing the Time Series Data




x max− x min
)
× (max−min) +min
Since (max−min) +min = 1 for range 0 to 1, thus the formula reduces to:
x =
x− x min
x max− x min
3.3.7 Splitting the Data in Train and Test Sets
The pre-processed data was split into 80% training, 10% validation, and 10% test data. Since the
data is already prepared into features and labels, the training, testing, and validation splits were
done by selecting the data randomly.
3.3.8 Other Pre-Processing Notes
No data was smoothed with statistical methods such as de-trending, de-seasonalizing, and dif-




Without counting the model trained and discarded by autotuner or during the preliminary exper-
iments for each question, the following number of models were trained for final experiments for
each research question: 300 models for question 1, 4,800 models for question 2, and 38,400 mod-
els for question 3. Training such high number of models with large dataset was made possible by
running our experiments on Stokes and Newton high performance computing clusters of Advanced
Research Computing Center at UCF.
During initial experiments, we discovered that SimpleRNN models gave the worst performance,
hence they were discarded from further experiments. For the final set of experiments, we trained
the deep learning models on 8 different RNN architectures: GRU, BiGRU, LSTM, BiLSTM,
StackedGRU, StackedBiGRU, StackedLSTM, StackedBiLSTM.
The models were built using Keras, the popular high-level deep learning library that sits on top of
the TensorFlow framework from Google [82, 83].
For the preliminary study for experiments related to question 1, the hyper-parameter search is done
using random search method. For all the further experiments we implemented an autotuner based
on the Bayesian search from the SMAC python library [50] that we introduced in chapter 2.
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3.5 Metrics for Performance Measurement of Results
We use the following metrics for evaluating the results by comparing the prediction error, i.e.
the difference between the predicted value and actual value [37]. A wide variety of performance
metrics have been used in the traffic forecasting literature. For completeness, we included all major
and common performance metrics (discussed below) in our studies to make the results interesting
and applicable to as many readers as possible. As it turns out, our results are consistent across all
the metrics we used.
• Scale-dependent measures: These are the most common and found almost everywhere in
all kinds of data, not just time series. We used two scale-dependent measures based on the
mean:
– Mean Square Error (MSE) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE): Most common method
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– Mean Absolute Error (MAE): The average absolute difference between predicted and
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• Scale independent measures: Also known as percentage errors, these measures come handy
when measuring the error in time-series not on same scale.
– Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE): The average absolute percentage change
between the predicted and actual values, relative to the actual values, also known as







– Symmetric MAPE (SMAPE): The SMAPE has lower and upper bounds, and provides






3.6 Statistical Tests of the Results
In order to check the statistical significance of the difference of the performance of multiple tech-
niques, we performed the non-parametric Friedman rank-sum test.
We created 3 to 8 groups of combinations for each experiment. The null hypothesis (H0) then
becomes ‘the error metrics from different groups do not have significant differences’, and the
alternate hypothesis (H1) becomes ‘the error metrics have significant differences’.
To further explore these differences in the performance of multiple techniques, we performed
Hochberg’s post-hoc procedure and Shaffer’s post-hoc procedure.
We used the python implementation of these tests from the library STAC, available from the fol-
lowing link: https://github.com/citiususc/stac.
3.6.1 Friedman Test
Friedman test evaluates the hypothesis that in a set of k dependent samples groups (where k >= 2)
at least two of the groups represent populations with different median values. In our case, the
groups are different techniques and the samples are the error metrics from different experiment
runs or models.
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3.6.2 Shaffer’s Post-Hoc Procedure
Shaffer’s post-hoc procedure evaluates the hypothesis that the rankings of each pair of groups are
different. In our case the pairs of groups are pairs of techniques, thus pitting one technique against
the other.
3.6.3 Hochberg’s Post-Hoc Procedure
Hochberg’s post-hoc procedure evaluates the hypothesis that the rankings of each pair of groups
are different. In our case the pairs of groups are pairs of techniques, thus pitting one technique
against the other.
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CHAPTER 4: INVESTIGATION OF FORECASTING STRATEGIES
We begin by carefully examining some common choices for how an engineer might encode the
inputs and outputs of traffic speed time series for multi-step-ahead prediction. We are primarily
interested in understanding whether sophisticated methods of representing time in the input/output
encoding re necessary to obtain strong prediction accuracy. As we will show, naive methods that
predict one-step-ahead are typically insufficient, and complex statistical methods that aggregate
many models are often unnecessarily computationally time consuming.
As we mentioned in chapter 1, for multi-step-ahead prediction, time series researchers have used
recursive (also known as iterative), direct (also known as independent), or MIMO (multiple-inputs-
multiple-outputs) strategies for preparing the input data, building the models, and creating fore-
casts. Based on these strategies, we started our investigation with the following question:
When we are using RNN based deep learning models for multi-step-ahead short-term traffic speed
prediction, what is the impact of using the direct and recursive strategies as compared to using the
multi-input-multi-output (MIMO) strategy?
Let us look at different strategies for multi-step-ahead prediction in detail in the following sections.
4.1 Strategies For Multi-Step-Ahead Prediction




In the recursive or iterative strategy, a single one-step-ahead model is trained on a fixed window of
time steps to predict one-step-ahead (algorithm 1).
The basic idea behind this approach is to learn a single model that retains dependence between the
points in the series to predict only the next future time step. The predictions are included as part
of the input, and the input window slides by one step to predict the next time step. This continues
until the required time steps in multi-step-ahead are predicted.
In principle this strategy has the advantage that only one simple model needs to be trained. How-
ever, since it includes the predicted value as input at the time of prediction, thus the error produced
for the prediction of the first step accumulates with the errors of the next steps. This accumula-
tion of errors works against the simplicity of the model, and provides worse errors as compared to
direct and MIMO strategies.
The recursive strategy can be formally depicted as follows:
xt+1 = fθ({xt−w+1, ..., xt ; t ∈ {w, ..., N − 1}} ; θ)
where
• w is the window size or lag, i.e. number of time steps to use as input for training the model,
• θ is the vector of model parameters.
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Algorithm 1: train with recursive strategy
Input : {xt=1, ..., xt=N}
Output: fθ
1 Prepare data in rows of (features, label) pairs such that features = {xt−w+1, ..., xt}, label =
{xt+1}
2 for all (features, label) pairs do
3 find optimal θ such that label← fθ(features)
The trained model fθ is used to predict the value at the next time step, i.e. xt+1, and the predicted
value is appended to the input window to predict the value at the next time step, i.e. xt+2 and so
on. This is repeated until the value xt+H is predicted (algorithm 2).
Algorithm 2: predict with recursive strategy
Input : fθ, X = {xt−w+1, ..., xt} , H
Output: {xt+1, ..., xt+H}
1 for δ ∈ {1..H} do
2 xt+δ ← fθ({xt+δ−w, ..., xt+δ−1})
3 append xt+δ to X
In this strategy, if the window size is small as compared to the number of time steps to be fore-
casted, i.e. w < H then the future forecasts start having only forecasted values as input. Thus the
error in forecasts accumulates.
4.1.2 Direct Strategy
In the direct or independent strategy, H number of one-step-ahead models are trained on the fixed
window of time steps to forecast δth-step-ahead (algorithm 3).
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The basic idea behind this approach is to retain dependence between the points in the series to one
of the future time steps by building multiple models. In principle this strategy has the advantage
that each model retains a good dependence for each of the predicted time-steps. However, training
multiple models requires more time and compute resources as compared to other approaches where
only one model has to be trained.
The direct strategy can be formally depicted as follows:
xt+δ = fδ,θδ ({xt−w+1, ..., xt} , θδ) ,
where θδ is the parameter vector of model # δ.
Algorithm 3: train with direct strategy
Input : {xt=1, ..., xt=N} , H
Output: {fδ,θδ ; δ ∈ {1..H}}
1 for δ ∈ {1..H} do
2 Prepare data in rows of (features, label) pairs such that features = {xt−w+1, ..., xt}, label =
{xt+δ}
3 for all (features, label) pairs do
4 find optimal θ such that label← fδ,θδ(features)
Each of the δth trained model is used to predict the value δth-step-ahead (algorithm 4), and the
predictions are appended together to return the forecast vector.
Algorithm 4: predict with direct strategy
Input : {fδ,θδ ; δ ∈ 1..H}, X = {xt−w+1, ..., xt} , H
Output: {xt+1, ..., xt+H}
1 for δ ∈ {1..H} do
2 xt+δ ← fδ,θδ(X)
3 concat all xt+δ to get the output
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4.1.3 Multiple Input Multiple Output Strategy
In the multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) strategy, a single multi-step-ahead model is trained
on a fixed window of time steps (algorithm 5).
The basic idea behind this approach is to retain dependence between the points in the series to
all of the future time steps in one single model. In principle this strategy has the advantage that
there is only one model that needs to be trained. However, training that one model could be be
very complex due to the fact that now the relationships of multiple future time series points with
multiple past time series points have to be retained in single set of model parameters, also knows
as weights and biases in the context of RNN models.
The MIMO strategy is formally written as follows:
{xt+1, ..., xt+H} = fH,θ ({xt−w+1, ..., xt} , θH) ,
where θH is the parameter vector of the model.
In the context of our RNN models, MIMO strategy is the default strategy used if neither of the
above strategies is employed.
Algorithm 5: train with MIMO strategy
Input : {xt=1, ..., xt=N}
Output: fH,θ
1 Prepare data in rows of (features, labels) pairs such that features = {xt−w+1, ..., xt}, labels =
{xt+1, ..., xt+H}
2 for all (features, labels) pairs do
3 find optimal θ such that labels← fH,θ(features)
The trained model fH,θ is used to predict the values {xt+1, ..., xt+H} in one shot (algorithm 6).
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Algorithm 6: predict with MIMO strategy
Input : fH,θ, X = {xt−w+1, ..., xt}
Output: {xt+1, ..., xt+H}
1 {xt+1, ..., xt+H} ← fH,θ(X)
4.2 Experiment Framework
The experiments were carried out using the scientific method laid out in chapter 3. The items
specific to this study are described below.
Data Preparation: In this study, we used the sensor data from California DOT. The sensor data was
procured in 5-minute intervals, normalized between 0 to 1, and transformed with an input window
size of 24 steps (i.e. 2 hours) and forecast horizon size of 12 steps (i.e. 1 hour).
RNN Architecture: Since GRU architectures were found to perform best in preliminary experi-
ments, we used only GRU architecture in these experiments. We combined the GRU-based model
with all three strategies.
Hyper-parameters: As the primary goal was to test the effect of augmenting the network architec-
ture with the strategies, the best hyper-parameter configuration from preliminary runs was picked
for all three strategies. These best hyper-parameters were obtained from the MIMO strategy.
RNN Models: A separate model was built for each sensor identifier and strategy combination. For
each model, the experiment was repeated 10 times, and the mean of these 10 results was considered
for further calculations. For the purpose of building the model, 80% data was used for training and




From the results, we observe that — except for a couple of detectors out of the 88 — the recursive
strategies almost always had the worst error for any of the error metric (Fig. 4.1). Thus the
prediction error of recursive strategies was almost always higher as compared to direct and MIMO
strategies. The plots of the performance metrics for the test data are shown in Fig. 4.1 and 4.2.
MIMO strategies are basically RNN networks that can be further tuned to give better results, and
these strategies performed reasonably well.
To confirm this visual inspection, a non-parametric Friedman rank-sum test was applied to the test
data metrics to find if the difference between the strategies was significant. The Friedman test
ranks the strategies from 1 to n for each dataset separately. After the ranking, the test compared
the average rank of all strategies. The results of the Friedman test are recorded in table 4.1.
The p-values of the Friedman test for all the four metrics were less than 0.05 (table 4.2), thus the
null hypothesis was rejected, and we concluded the differences between the three strategies are
significant.




































































































Figure 4.1: Error measures for all three strategies
Shaffer’s and Hochberg’s post-hoc test was applied to find out if the pairwise differences between
the strategies were significant. The results of both the tests are recorded in tables 4.3 to 4.10.
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Figure 4.2: Boxplots for all error measures and strategies
From the results of post-hoc tests, there was not enough evidence to reject the null hypothesis (that
the strategies produce similar error values) between the direct and MIMO strategies.
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However, the direct strategy was 10 to 12 times more computationally expensive because of the
need to build 12 separate models and to run inference 12 times for each of the prediction horizon
time steps.
The descriptive statistics on the time taken for training and evaluation using different strategies are
recorded in table 4.11 and 4.12.
Table 4.3: Shaffer multi-test on MAE metric
z-val p-val adj p-val reject H0
Direct vs Recursive 1.0731e+01 0.0000e+00 0.0000e+00 True
MIMO vs Recursive 9.7362e+00 0.0000e+00 0.0000e+00 True
Direct vs MIMO 9.9494e-01 3.1977e-01 3.1977e-01 False
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Table 4.4: Shaffer multi-test on MSE metric
z-val p-val adj p-val reject H0
Direct vs Recursive 9.9494e+00 0.0000e+00 0.0000e+00 True
MIMO vs Recursive 1.0305e+01 0.0000e+00 0.0000e+00 True
Direct vs MIMO 3.5533e-01 7.2234e-01 7.2234e-01 False
Table 4.5: Shaffer multi-test on MAPE metric
z-val p-val adj p-val reject H0
Direct vs Recursive 9.7362e+00 0.0000e+00 0.0000e+00 True
MIMO vs Recursive 7.9595e+00 1.7764e-15 1.7764e-15 True
Direct vs MIMO 1.7767e+00 7.5622e-02 7.5622e-02 False
Table 4.6: Shaffer multi-test on SMAPE metric
z-val p-val adj p-val reject H0
Direct vs Recursive 1.0802e+01 0.0000e+00 0.0000e+00 True
MIMO vs Recursive 9.6651e+00 0.0000e+00 0.0000e+00 True
Direct vs MIMO 1.1371e+00 2.5551e-01 2.5551e-01 False
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Table 4.7: Hochberg multi-test on MAE metric
z-val p-val adj p-val reject H0
Direct vs Recursive 1.0731e+01 0.0000e+00 3.1977e-01 True
MIMO vs Recursive 9.7362e+00 0.0000e+00 3.1977e-01 True
Direct vs MIMO 9.9494e-01 3.1977e-01 3.1977e-01 False
Table 4.8: Hochberg multi-test on MSE metric
z-val p-val adj p-val reject H0
Direct vs Recursive 9.9494e+00 0.0000e+00 7.2234e-01 True
MIMO vs Recursive 1.0305e+01 0.0000e+00 7.2234e-01 True
Direct vs MIMO 3.5533e-01 7.2234e-01 7.2234e-01 False
Table 4.9: Hochberg multi-test on MAPE metric
z-val p-val adj p-val reject H0
Direct vs Recursive 9.7362e+00 0.0000e+00 7.5622e-02 True
MIMO vs Recursive 7.9595e+00 1.7764e-15 7.5622e-02 True
Direct vs MIMO 1.7767e+00 7.5622e-02 7.5622e-02 False
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Table 4.10: Hochberg multi-test on SMAPE metric
z-val p-val adj p-val reject H0
Direct vs Recursive 1.0802e+01 0.0000e+00 2.5551e-01 True
MIMO vs Recursive 9.6651e+00 0.0000e+00 2.5551e-01 True
Direct vs MIMO 1.1371e+00 2.5551e-01 2.5551e-01 False
Table 4.11: Time taken for training
sclass D M R
mean 2.4632e+04 2.0144e+03 1.9942e+03
std 1.7570e+03 1.6579e+02 9.9143e+01
min 2.2670e+04 1.8809e+03 1.8800e+03
max 3.0302e+04 2.8450e+03 2.1949e+03
4.4 Conclusion and Next Steps
We learned from the study that the recursive strategy performs worse than the direct and MIMO
strategy. Direct and MIMO strategies produce almost similar results, but the direct strategy is
computationally more expensive.
Hence we can say that MIMO is a good middle-ground strategy. It provides enough context to
learn the time dependence without the complication of aggregating many models. Hence we use
the MIMO strategy from this point forward.
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Table 4.12: Time taken for evaluation
sclass D M R
mean 1.8260e+01 1.5070e+00 1.0579e+01
std 1.7774e+00 1.4999e-01 5.1402e-01
min 1.6270e+01 1.3561e+00 9.8075e+00
max 2.6067e+01 2.4291e+00 1.1786e+01
Note that we obtained our results by keeping models as consistent to one another as possible
for comparison purposes. From the literature review, this is typical of studies like this one and
sufficient for us to answer our first research question, particularly given the fact that the computa-
tional efficiency differences between MIMO and direct strategies are so extreme, regardless of the
specifics of each model.
For our data aggregation and feature set research questions, we adopt a slightly different philoso-
phy. Instead of keeping hyper-parameters of all the models consistent, we apply hyper-parameter
tuning to each model separately. This allows us to get the best model possible for each of the
combination choice and thus perhaps makes the fairest comparison of different engineering choice
available.
The results from these experiments have been reported in three conference papers [84, 85, 86]
listed below:
1. Impact of Augmenting GRU Networks with Iterative and Direct Strategies for Traffic Speed
Forecasting. FLAIRS 2020.
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2. Investigation of Iterative and Direct Strategies with RNNs for Short-Term Traffic Flow Fore-
casting. ICACDS 2018.
3. Towards investigation of iterative strategy for data mining of short-term traffic flow with
RNN. ICISDM 2018.
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CHAPTER 5: INVESTIGATION OF GRANULARITY OF DATA
AGGREGATION
In the last chapter, we looked at how one should encode the input and output of traffic speed
time series for multi-step-ahead prediction. We now look at how input data for time series are
aggregated. The goal is to ascertain what kind of intervals are most effective for accurate traffic
speed prediction. Here we ensure each model trained has as optimal hyper-parameter set as it
can by using autotuning. As we shall show, when we use the best model possible for each case,
aggregation level is not necessarily particularly important.
As we mentioned in chapter 1, Time Series researchers have used the aggregated traffic flow data
as input to train statistical and/or machine learning models.
The aggregation of data in higher intervals of time may result in loss of detailed information avail-
able in non-aggregated data, though aggregated data may have space and time complexity benefits.
Based on such thoughts and ideas, we started our investigation with the following question:
When we are using RNN based deep learning models for multi-step-ahead short-term traffic speed
prediction, what is the impact of different aggregation intervals?
Let us look at the setup for the experiments we conducted for this study.
5.1 Experiment Framework
The experiments were carried out using the scientific method laid out in chapter 3. The items
specific to this study are described below.
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Data Preparation: In this study, we used the sensor data from both California DOT and Florida
DOT as described in chapter 3. The sensor data was procured in 5-minute intervals and normalized
between 0 to 1.
The data was transformed into features and outputs using input window and output horizon sizes
as described next.
The outputs were multi-step-ahead predictions: first at an interval of 30 minutes and second at an
interval of 60 minutes.
The features were prepared with two different approaches:
• Approach 1: The input window size was fixed to 24 steps for each aggregation. Thus for 5,
10, 15 minute aggregation, the input data was taken for the last 2, 4, 6 hours respectively.
• Approach 2: The input window size was fixed to 2 hours. Thus for 5, 10, 15 minute aggre-
gation, the input data had 24, 12, 8 steps respectively. Since we used only one input value,
i.e. traffic speed, thus the number of features was also 24, 12, 8 respectively.
RNN Architectures and Hyper-parameter Tuning: We built GRU, LSTM, BiLSTM, and BiGRU
models with the single and stacked combinations for all the aggregation levels. The hyper-parameter
tuning was done for each model separately using Bayesian Method from the SMAC library.
This is an important departure from our previous study. Here we optimize each model using
hyper-parameter tuning and then compare the predictions made by the best model for each case.
As such, we focus on the best model possible for each case, for each aggregation level rather then
consistency of model hyper-parameters. We believe this is the most reasonable approach because
in practice one is always expected to use hyper-parameter tuning in this way.
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RNN Models: A separate model was built for each station sensor identifier, RNN Architecture and
data aggregation interval combinations. For each model, the experiment was repeated 10 times, and
the mean of these 10 results was considered for further calculations. For the purpose of building
the model, 80% data was used for training and 10% data was used for validation. The remaining
10% data was used as the test set for reporting the results.
The 3 aggregation intervals, 8 RNN architectures, and 2 data preparation approaches give a total
of 48 combinations with 100 sensors, a total of 4800 best models and 10 experiments per model,
and a total of 48,000 experiments, to test our hypothesis on.
5.2 Experiment Results
A non-parametric Friedman rank-sum test was applied to the test data metrics to find if the dif-
ference between the aggregation interval was significant. The Friedman test ranks the aggregation
intervals from 1 to n for each dataset separately. After the ranking, the test compares the average
rank of all aggregation intervals.
Except few exceptional cases given in the list below (and also in table 5.1, the p-values of the
Friedman test for all the four metrics were greater than 0.05, thus there was not enough evidence to
reject the null hypothesis, and we can not conclusively say that the differences between the three
aggregation intervals are significant.
The exceptional combinations where the p-values of the Friedman test for all the four metrics were
less than 0.05 were as follows:
• LSTM, Data prep approach 1 for CA data only
• BiLSTM, Data prep approach 1 for CA data only
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• LSTM, Data prep approach 2 for CA data only
• BiLSTM, Data prep approach 2 for CA data only
• Stacked BiGRU, Data prep approach 1 for FL data only
• Stacked LSTM, Data prep approach 2 for FL data only
• Stacked BiGRU, Data prep approach 2 for FL data only
The common pattern we see in these exceptions are as follows:
1. For CA data, BiLSTM and LSTM were seen as having significant error differences, for both
data prep approaches.
2. For FL data, Stacked BiGRU was seen as having significant differences for both data prep
approaches and LSTM as having significant differences for only data prep approach 1.
In summary, only 7 out of the 32 combinations groups had reported significant differences in errors
for 5, 10, and 15-minute aggregations.
Even these 7 exceptional cases can be tuned further with more hyper-parameter or network archi-
tecture tuning.
If as per table 5.1, aggregation intervals may not have significant differences in general, then what
is the general guidance for traffic engineers creating RNN models?
To answer this question we look at the boxplots of various combination groups in figure 5.1.
From the visual observation of plots, we find the following:
1. In all cases, GRU architecture produced lower error values of SMAPE on average.
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Table 5.1: Groups with Significant Differences Between the Aggregation Intervals
Data Prep Approach 1 Data Prep Approach 2











2. There does not seem to be a clear winner aggregation interval because different combinations
seem to have lower error rate in different aggregation intervals. This is largely attributed to
the autotuner being able to tune all the models independently to their best performance.
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However, aggregating data in 15-minutes interval reduces the storage, memory, and processing
requirements. Thus we can safely recommend that even if the data is aggregated in 15-minute
intervals, with careful tuning and selection of hyper-parameters of the GRU network architecture,
the same if not better results can be achieved as compared to data in 5 and 10-minute aggregation
intervals. Again, our decision is based on computational elements external to the learning algo-
rithm rather than performance. Getting the best model possible (via hyper-parameter tuning) is
the important point, and this can allow one to select a more computationally efficient aggregation
window.
5.3 Conclusion and Next Steps
We learned from the study that if we aggregate data at 5, 10 or 15-minute interval, we do not have
conclusive evidence that suggests the level of aggregation affects the multi-step-ahead predictions
for 30 and 60 minutes ahead. The autotuner was effective in finding best models producing error
rates in a small range for all the aggregation levels.
GRU-based models were able to produce the lowest error rates in our experiments as compared to
the other 7 RNN architectures that we explored.
For our final research question, we not only included multiple variables but also repeated the multi-
variate experiments with all the 3 aggregation intervals, as described in the next chapter. In this



































































































































































































Figure 5.1: SMAPE for aggregated data
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CHAPTER 6: INVESTIGATION OF MULTIVARIATE INPUTS
We have addressed the question of encoding inputs and outputs of traffic time series, as well as
aggregation intervals. We now look at whether it is more effective to consider an expanded feature
set when making the multi-step-ahead prediction.
The goal was to try to improve the traffic speed prediction by considering additional inputs apart
from just historical traffic speed data.
Again, here we ensure each model is trained on optimal hyper-parameter set as it can by using
hyper-parameter tuning. Once again, we see that when the best model possible is found for each
case, the precise feature set used is not necessarily as important.
As we mentioned in chapter 1, historically researchers have restricted themselves to uni-variate
models, using variables such as average traffic volume or average traffic speed for short-term traffic
speed prediction.
The aggregation of data in higher intervals of time may result in loss of detailed information avail-
able in non-aggregated data, though aggregated data may have space and time complexity benefits.
Using multiple variables increases the complexity of the models, which poses computational chal-
lenges for traditional approaches. As a result, researchers have focused on manually determining
which variable will best describe the future patterns.
With deep neural networks, the model automatically discovers the variables that are the best pre-
dictors, at the same time adding space and time complexity to the computations of the model.
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Based on the above thoughts and ideas, we started our investigation with the following question:
When we are using RNN based deep learning models for multi-step-ahead short-term traffic speed
prediction, what is the impact of including additional variables such as traffic volume, traffic count,
day of week, time of day, and spatial location as represented by station or sensor id?
Let us look at the setup for the experiments we conducted for this study.
6.1 Experiment Framework
The experiments were carried out using the scientific method laid out in chapter 3. The items
specific to this study are described below.
Multiple Variables
We added three kinds of features:
• Temporal Features (t): Temporal features refer to the time of day (TOD) and day of week
(DOW) as two additional columns.
• Spatial features (s): Spatial features refer to the variables used from the downstream and
upstream sensor, added as additional columns.
• Value Features (1 and 3): The experiments were repeated in two combinations of features.
One where we just took one column, traffic speed, and second where we took 3 value
columns, average speed, average volume, and average occupancy.
Selecting these features resulted in the following combinations:
• f: Just the single ‘value feature’ of average speed column.
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• tf: Temporal features of DOW and TOD added to the single ‘value feature’, making a total
of 3 input features.
• sf: Spatial features added to the single ‘value feature’, i.e. average speed from the previous
and next sensor, thus making a total of 3 input features.
• stf: Spatial and temporal features added to the single ‘value feature’, thus making a total of
5 input features.
• f3: The three value columns, without any temporal or spatial features, thus making a total of
3 input features.
• tf3, sf3, stf3: The above combinations with 3 value columns, making a total of 5, 9, and 11
input features respectively.
Data Preparation: In this study, we used the sensor data from both California DOT and Florida
DOT as described in chapter 3. The sensor data was procured in 5-minute intervals and normalized
between 0 to 1.
The data was transformed into features and outputs using the input window and output horizon
sizes as described next.
The outputs were multi-step-ahead predictions, first at an interval of 30 minutes and second at an
interval of 60 minutes.
The features were prepared with two different approaches:
• Approach 1: The input window size was fixed to 24 steps for each aggregation. Thus for 5,
10, 15-minute aggregation, the input data was taken for the last 2, 4, 6 hours respectively.
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• Approach 2: The input window size was fixed to 2 hours. Thus for 5, 10, 15-minute aggre-
gation, the input data had 24, 12, 8 steps respectively.
RNN Architectures and Hyper-parameter Tuning: We built GRU, LSTM, BiLSTM, and BiGRU
models with the single and stacked combinations for all the aggregation levels and multivariate
combinations. The hyper-parameter tuning was done for each model separately using Bayesian
search method from the SMAC library. Again, we find the best model hyper-parameters possible
in each vase for each different RNN architecture and experimental settings, and then we compare
the predictions made by the best model for each case. We consider both the aggregation interval
and feature set this way.
RNN Models: A separate model was built for each station sensor identifier, feature sets, RNN
architecture, and data aggregation interval combinations. For each model, the experiment was
repeated 10 times, and the mean of these 10 results was considered for further calculations. For
the purpose of building the model, 80% data was used for training and 10% data was used for
validation. The remaining 10% data was used as test set for reporting the results.
The 8 feature combinations, 3 aggregation intervals, 8 RNN architectures, and 2 data preparation
approaches give a total of 384 combinations with 100 sensors, a total of 38400 best models and 10
experiments per model, a total of 384,000 experiments, to test our hypothesis on.
6.2 Experiment Results
A non-parametric Friedman rank-sum test was applied to the test data metrics to find if the differ-
ence between the error metrics of different combinations of multivariate features was significant.
The Friedman test ranks the multivariate combinations from 1 to n for each dataset separately.
After the ranking, the test compares the average rank of all multivariate combinations.
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In 77 out of 96 combination groups in table 6.1, the p-values of the Friedman test was less than 0.05,
thus the null hypothesis was rejected, and we can say that the differences between the multivariate
combinations are significant. However when we ran the post-hoc tests to find which pairs of
combinations have significant SMAPE differences, the results were not pointing conclusively to a
group of pairs that always had significant SMAPE differences.
Table 6.1: Groups With Significant Differences Between the Multivariate Combinations
Data Prep Approach 1 Data Prep Approach 2
CA Data FL Data CA Data FL Data
5 10 15 5 10 15 5 10 15 5 10 15
Single Layer
GRU Y Y Y Y Y
LSTM Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
BiGRU Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
BiLSTM Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Stacked
GRU Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
LSTM Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
BiGRU Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
BiLSTM Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
If as per table 6.1 multivariate combinations have significant differences, then which multivariate
combinations have lower error values, and what is the general guidance for traffic engineers build-
ing the RNN models? To answer this question we look at the boxplots of various combination
groups in figures 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3.
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Figure 6.1: SMAPE for 5-min aggregated data
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Figure 6.2: SMAPE for 10-min aggregated data
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Figure 6.3: SMAPE for 15-min aggregated data
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From the SMAPE boxplots, we find that autotuner has been able to reduce the SMAPE for sev-
eral different combination groups. Specifically noticeable is the GRU architecture based models
for 5-min CA data and 10-min FL data. Thus while we can conclude that GRU architectures
give better performance, but we can not conclusively say which feature groups are better in other
combinations.
From the boxplots we also observe that SMAPE for California Data was in the range 1-10, whereas
SMAPE for Florida data ranged from 1 to 100. This can be explained largely due to the availability
of 32 months of data for CA but only 2 weeks of data for FL. Thus larger the data provided, the
more tuned the models become, thus producing smaller error rates.
Let us remove the outliers and zoom in the plots of SMAPE-GRU-CA-DA1-5min and SMAPE-
GRU-CA-DA2-5min, the two plots with the lowest SMAPE errors.
























Figure 6.4: Zoomed in boxplots
From the boxplots in figure 6.4, ‘sf3’ feature group has minimum span of SMAPE values.
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6.3 Conclusion and Next Steps
What did we learn from this study?
From this study, we learned that for our datasets, the best multivariate RNN models were built
using GRU architectures, 5-min aggregations, and sf3 feature group. We also learned that the
larger dataset trains the models more effectively as compared to the smaller dataset. The larger
dataset of CA produced SMAPE between 1-10 and the smaller dataset from FL produced SMAPE
between 1-100.
From the variation in SMAPE among other combinations, autotuner was able to search the models
providing almost similar range of SMAPE and other error metrics. This finding is important that
getting the best model possible by tuning the hyper-parameters appears, in our experiments, to be
the most salient choice – more important than choices such as aggregation interval or feature set
options.
We provide our final conclusions in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
We have addressed the questions of encoding inputs and outputs of traffic time series, aggrega-
tion intervals and expanded feature set derived from the sensor data. The goal was to investigate
improvements in the traffic speed prediction by considering the above mentioned techniques.
We begin our discussion with a brief summary of our research questions and results to remind the
reader of what we have learned.
Research Question 1:
When we are using RNN based deep learning models for multi-step-ahead short-term traffic speed
prediction, what is the impact of using the direct and recursive strategies as compared to using the
multi-input-multi-output (MIMO) strategy?
Observation:
Interestingly, the recursive and direct strategies had outperformed the multi-input-multi-output
(MIMO) strategy in some studies in the context of statistical and machine learning models [30, 31].
However in our experiments, described in chapter 4, we found the MIMO strategy to be as effective
as the direct strategy. However, since direct strategy entails building multiple models, thus the
MIMO strategy tends to be very time effective.
Research Question 2:
When we are using RNN based deep learning models for multi-step-ahead short-term traffic speed
prediction, what is the impact of different aggregation intervals?
Observation:
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We learned from the study that if we aggregate data at 5, 10 or 15-minute interval, we do not have
conclusive evidence that suggests the level of aggregation affects the multi-step-ahead predictions
for 30 and 60 minutes ahead. The autotuner was effective in finding best models that produced
error rates in a small range for all the aggregation levels.
GRU-based models were able to produce the lowest error rates in our experiments, as compared to
other 7 architectures that we explored.
Based on the results, 15-minute aggregation was the best in our case since it reduces the time and
space complexity for storing data and processing the models.
Research Question 3:
When we are using RNN based deep learning models for multi-step-ahead short-term traffic speed
prediction, what is the impact of including additional variables such as traffic volume, traffic count,
day of week, time of day, and spatial location as represented by station or sensor id?
Observation:
We learned from the study that for the datasets we used, the best multivariate RNN models were
built using GRU architectures, 5-min aggregations, and sf3 feature group. We also learned that the
models trained on the larger datasets of California produced smaller range of SMAPE errors (1-10)
as compared to the model trained on the smaller datasets of Florida (1-100). From the variation in
error metrics among other combinations, autotuner was able to search the models providing similar
range of SMAPE and other error metrics.
Again, the tuning of individual model hyper-parameters appear to have more significant impact on
performance than data aggregation or feature set choices.
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7.1 Concluding thoughts
As we mentioned in the prelude the transportation and traffic systems are the nerve system of
any country. This nerve system has become even more important after the painful and horrible
experience of pandemic and lockdown(s) in the country and the world. Being able to predict
traffic variables such as traffic speed, flow and density allows traffic and transportation planners,
administrators and engineers to plan, manage and run this nerve system very effectively.
As an example, ability to predict traffic speed helps make short-term changes to road or lane
closure or openings, ramp metering, or traffic signal patterns. Even though we use traffic speed
as a variable to demonstrate the ideas in this research, these ideas could be further researched and
applied to predict other traffic flow variables such as volume and density.
The traffic flow prediction helps in emergency route planning by letting planners know which areas
of the alternate routes have higher speeds. Using these predictions emergency route planners can
calculate the routes with best average speed. The predicted traffic flow values can be used to
estimate accident risk for next one hour or for whatever the horizon of prediction happens to be.
Traffic strategies can be deployed based on accident risk management theories to reduce or mitigate
the accident risk. The predictive models can automatically pickup the changed traffic patterns
due to accident and can predict post-accident traffic flow, thus enabling proactive development of
strategies for dealing with post-accident situations. The traffic flow predictions model can also
be made part of simulation engines, thus building proactive strategy development as part of those
simulations.
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One of the important finding of the research was the use of autotuning to find the best model
through Bayesian search of hyper-parameter space. In practice, that is how deep learning engi-
neers work. Every model that they train goes through hyper-parameter tuning. Thus the fairest
comparison for comparing multiple variations of experiment setup would be to allow each varia-
tion to have a model trained and tuned to the best of its ability. This idea of using hyper-parameter
tuning carries to predicting other traffic flow variables such as traffic density or traffic volume or
congestion hot spots.
7.2 Limitations of the Study and Suggestions Towards the Limitations
According to some of the published literature such as the report from Virginia Transport Research
Council, available at the following URL – http://www.virginiadot.org/vtrc/main/
online_reports/pdf/20-R15.pdf –, data with granularity of smaller time intervals helps
in predicting the accident risk better. For example, the vehicles deviating from the average speed
could cause the greater risk of accident. Thus getting the predictions in higher aggregation intervals
will not be helpful in predicting such variances at 1-minute or even lower intervals. However, our
goal was not to build the accident risk prediction models. It is left for the future researchers to
investigate the impact on the accident risk prediction models if we use traffic flow prediction from
aggregated data.
We had capped our autotuning to 24 hours in order to run the experiments in limited time, but in
practice the autotuner can be capped to run for longer duration or can be executed until it can not
find any more improvements over the best model it has found. In both situations, the relevance of
our finding that autotuner is the most important element of model training, still stands. It would
be the contribution of autotuner to find the best model even in situations where the autotuners is
allowed to run for several days or months.
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From our experience, a more reasonable time limit to run the autotuning in production would be
such that Bayesian algorithm is able to cover at least 80 percent of the Bayesian search space. For
example if one model takes 1 hour on average to train, and the Bayesian search space has approx.
200 models, then the reasonable time limit would be around 160 hours. Most autotuning and deep
learning frameworks provide early stopping, which means if the model doesnt improve beyond
a specified threshold in specified number of searches, then the search is stopped earlier then the
specified time limit.
However, in cases where the autotuner is running for several days to find the best model, the re-
training of model will be expensive. Hence, technique from statistics such as regression with new
data or Bayesian training with newer data is recommended approach for giving additional training
to the model. Reinforcement learning based simulations are under heavy research for incrementally
training such models.
Traffic managers and engineers are not only predicting the traffic flow but they also look for in-
terpretability and explainability of these models. Our current study does not investigate the ex-
plainability and interpretability of the RNN models, since that is a large and very active area of
research in itself. We provide thoughts related to explainability and interpretability for the sake of
completeness of the topic.
The engineers can utilize the interpretability for determining the cause and effect relationship be-
tween the inputs and predictions of the model. Interpretability describes the extent to which a
change in input or algorithmic parameters would change the predictions.
Deep learning models such as RNN are known as black-box models. Black-box means that the pa-
rameters such as weights and biases within each cell and layer of the neural networks are assigned
values by the algorithm, without human involvement, often using the back-propagation algorithm.
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The engineers can utilize the explainability to explain the internal mechanics the deep learning
model in human terms, for example, which input feature is how much important for the predictions.
In popular literature such as blogs these two terms are sometimes used interchangably without
clarifying this subtle difference.
The problem of interpretability and explainability has given rise to a new subdomain of research
within AI, known as XAI, short form for eXplainable AI. The goals of AI include but not limited to
the following: informativeness, transferability, accessibility, trustworthiness, fairness, and causal-
ity. There are several frameworks available today that allow an engineer to use such tools on the
trained models. The notable mentions for XAI frameworks include the following: SHAP, LIME,
Skater, and AIX360.
7.3 Final suggestions
Our final suggestions for the traffic community are as follows:
1. When it comes to encoding of input data and aggregating the forecasts for multi-step-ahead
predictions, it is recommended to use the RNN architectures in the many-to-many configu-
ration (MIMO strategy), without adding complexity of recursive or direct strategies. This is
due to the fact the direct strategy takes more time to build multiple models for each step, and
also MIMO is the natural strategy for RNN and doesn’t need any extra software engineering
efforts to implement.
2. It is recommended to start the modeling efforts with GRU architecture because of the fact
the GRU models performed better in our experiments.
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3. Based on the fact that large dataset of 32 months did better overall as compared to smaller
dataset of 2 weeks, we recommend modeling with large dataset if possible.
4. Regarding the choice between data aggregation and feature sets derived from sensor data,
we suggest converting these choices as hyper-parameters and let the Bayesian search based
hyper-parameter tuner select the best combinations for your dataset.
7.4 Future directions
It has been an interesting research that led to some findings but even more questions.
During our study, we downloaded several years of data from California DoT and Florida DoT, only
to find that a large percentage of data was missing. The state of Florida encounters several natural
calamities such as hurricanes and storms, that cause disruption of traffic sensors, thus the data does
not get collected while the sensors are damaged and disconnected. This leads to several future
research directions such as the following questions. What is the best technique to impute missing
data? How much of missing data can be imputed effectively? Are there any modeling techniques
that can deal with missing data without imputation?
While we used the features that were collected from the sensors, or the features derived from
these collected features, we anticipate that future researchers would integrate other sources of data
such as weather, social media, mapping companies, traffic events such as road construction, and
accident data, etc. Our belief is that utilizing such data would help predict with better accuracy,
but that needs to be researched.
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Most recently, several researchers have proposed newer variations of RNN and other deep learn-
ing architectures for handling sequence data in different fields, most notably in natural language
processing. Some of the newer variations of RNN architectures are named as SkipRNN, RNN
with Attention, PixelRNN, and DRAW Network. Notable among the other deep learning archi-
tectures are Temporal Capsule Networks, Temporal CNN, Temporal Graph Neural Networks, and
Spatio-Temporal Graph Convolutional Networks [87, 58, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 65].
A group of traffic engineering community has been looking at predicting the state and flow of a
subset of the traffic network instead of the traffic state/flow at a single sensor station [95, 96, 97,
98, 99, 93]. The graph-based, and spatio-temporal-network-based approaches for predicting traffic
state and flow are under active research.
The patterns of the traffic continuously change due to the change in socio-economic activities. ge-
ographic patterns of residential and business activity, and modes of transportation. As an example,
if south Orlando witnesses opening of tech-city and newer entertainment parks, that might change
the patterns of traffic, not only in south Orlando area, but also in the adjoining areas. The new pat-
terns of traffic emerge from supplier locations, worker residences, and visitor arrival points such as
airports to such large economic center as new entertainment park. Sometime the change in traffic
pattern is not drastic but incremental. The changes in traffic patterns are not captured by using
models that represent training from data captured in certain historical time-frame.
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Hence, application of reinforcement learning is a perfect candidate in this domain [60, 100, 101,
102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107]. With reinforcement learning, the initial models can be trained
with real or simulation data or a combination of both, and continuously learn not only from from
newer data as the traffic patterns change, but also from prediction errors. Reinforcement learning
is particularly useful for the two example use cases we had described in the beginning, because
the emergency route planning and accident risk estimation may change with the changes in traffic
patterns.
The future of research in this area is ripe with the opportunities, not only because of availability
of variety of big data, techniques, and computing accelerators, but also because of important use
cases. Although we can have meetings, interactions and work over internet, still we need traffic
and transportation for transferring goods, people and livestock for several other uses in life.
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